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With e-commerce increasing packet and parcel shipments each year, ID Mail provides
the perfect solutions to allow logistic and 3P service businesses to automate their parcel
processing. From a low costing, productivity improving BCR-OCR Parcel Workstation to
a fully automated Packet Parcel Sorting System, ID Mail Systems delivers package processing systems that are flexible, reasonably priced, and have a quick payback for small
to medium volume processing requirements.
The MAX-M OCR Manifesting System or the MMW Cross-Border Workstation System will
provide both a fast processing solution using ID Mail’s OCR and/or Touch Screen user
interface for much faster mail, packet and parcel processing at a price that surprises.
The innovative automated Packet Parcel Sorting System handles a wide variety of mail
and parcels from small packets up to medium size parcel at speeds up to 4000 pieces
per hour. The unique design of the system optimizes processing of packets and parcels
by automating key tasks and allowing manual methods when needed for tasks that are
best handled by a person at a very affordable system price. With image capture, automatic dimensioning and weighing, barcode scanning and OCR, the system allows flexible
labeling options and full sorting for processing more packages with less people. The sort
output can accommodate postal trays, bags or wheeled carts and uses a very reliable
pneumatic diverter roller system for dual sided outputs. Using a narrow belt sorter with
pop up bidirectional transfer rollers, the sorting system handles a wide range of packets
and parcels. Easily configured with turn conveyors and different numbers of inductions,
labeling stations or sorting outputs, this system can fit almost any operational layout.
ID Mail will customize or tailor a system to your needs and facility, so you achieve a lower
cost per piece and increased capacity to better serve your clients. For more information,
go to https://idmailsystems.com/products/ or call us at +1 860-344-3333.
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